Year 3
Monday 15th October 2018
Dear Parents and carers,
This week in year 3:
English
This week the children will be completing their work on humorous, performance poetry and will move
on to writing a Christmas themed story for a whole school writing challenge. Some examples will be
be put forward for a competition.
Maths
This week we continue to solve subtraction problems using the column method, including regrouping
between columns.
Important vocabulary to note is that the children will use ‘subtract’ as well as ‘difference between’.
The children will be learning to:
• subtract two 4-digit numbers with regrouping in ones, tens, hundreds and thousands
• use concrete representations to subtract numbers with regrouping
• show regrouping of tens to tens and ones; hundreds to hundreds and tens; thousands to
thousands and hundreds
• carry out column subtraction by first subtracting the ones, followed by the tens, then the hundreds
and finally the thousands
There will be NO Maths homework set as I know many of you are going away. If you have time,
please continue to practice times tables and use Mathletics.
Art
This week the children will begin making masks to represent rainforest animals.
Geography
This week we are learning about the lives of the indigenous people who live in the Amazonian
rainforest, how their lives compare with our own, and the challenges they face. This is continued from
last week.
Theatre visits
We are very lucky to be participating in a Young Shakespeare Company workshop on Wednesday
exploring the play ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’. This is a really fun, practical session which we will
follow up with work in class and which will culminate with a theatre trip to see the production next half
term.

On Thursday the whole school have a visit from our frequent visitors ‘Image Theatre’. They will be
performing ‘Pinocchio’ for us; the children always enjoy leaning the songs and singing along, while it
is a lovely way to end the first half term.
Parents Evenings:I look forward to seeing you on either Tuesday or Thursday this week. Appointments will be held in
the school hall as usual. Please can I remind you that the children are not expected to attend.
We shall finish for the half term holiday at the usual time on Friday, I hope you all have a fun and
restful break!
With regards,
Mrs S Middleton.

Homework timetable:- Autumn Term

Each Day

Homework out
Reading aloud .
Times Tables
English set- (to be handed in on Friday)

Homework In

Monday
Tuesday
Spellings set- (for testing on the following
Wednesday)

Maths in (went out 12/10)
Spelling tests

Wednesday
Grouped word lists
Thursday
Maths set- (to be completed by the following
Wednesday)
Friday

NONE SET THIS WEEK- due to half term
holiday, please continue to use Mathletics and
practice times tables.

English in

